here are two approaches which can be taken in launch vehicle analysis and design. The first approach, focused on performance analysis, corresponds to calculating a specific vehicle's payload to orbit capabilities. This can be done in early design, but it is also applicable to studies aimed at evaluating the potential impact of incorporating new technologies onto existing vehicles. The second approach focuses on vehicle sizing, in which the size and mass of a vehicle required to place a specific payload into orbit is calculated. This approach is more common in preconceptual and conceptual design, as payload to orbit capability is typically a driving requirement. For both approaches, trajectory optimization is the critical analysis, with other disciplines such as propulsion and aerodynamics providing the data necessary to model the vehicle.
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The problem of trajectory optimization is important in all space missions. The solution of this problem enables one to specify the optimum thrust steering program which should be followed to achieve a specified mission objective, simultaneously satisfying the constraints. 1 It is well known that whether or not the ascent trajectory is optimal can have a significant impact on propellant usage for a given payload, or on payload weight for the same gross vehicle weight. 2 Consequently, ascent guidance commands are usually optimized in some fashion. Multistage vehicles add complexity to this analysis process as changes in vehicle properties in one stage propagate to the other stages through gear ratios and changes in the optimal trajectory. These effects can cause an increase in analysis time as more variables are added and convergence of the optimizer to system closure requires more analysis iterations.
In this paper, an approach to simplifying this multi-stage problem through the creation of an upper stage capability boundary is presented. This work was completed as part of a larger study focused on trade space exploration for the advanced booster system that will eventually form a part of NASA's new Space Launch System. 3 The approach developed leverages Design of Experiments and Surrogate Modeling 4 techniques to create a predictive model of the SLS upper stage performance. The design of the SLS core stages is considered fixed for the purposes of this study, which results in trajectory parameters such as staging conditions being the only variables relevant to the upper stage. Through the creation of a surrogate model, which takes staging conditions as inputs and predicts the payload mass delivered by the SLS upper stage to a reference orbit as the response, it is possible to identify a "surface" of staging conditions which all satisfy the SLS requirement of placing 130 metric tons into low-Earth orbit (LEO).
